Does AI belong in the Classroom?

Advance readings

Background information from Karin Forssell:

- [AI Technology is Disrupting the Traditional Classroom. Here’s a Progress Report.](#)
- [Who Controls AI in Higher Ed, And Why It Matters (Part 1)](#)
- [How Much Artificial Intelligence Should There Be in the Classroom?](#)
- [Designing for Complementarity: Teacher and Student Needs for Orchestration Support in AI-Enhanced Classrooms](#)
- [More States Opting To 'Robo-Grade' Student Essays By Computer](#)

Stories on James Landay

- [Move over flashcards. QuizBots prove better at testing your memory](#)
- [James Landay: What's next in human-computer interaction?](#)
- [A new institute seeks a better future for artificial intelligence](#)
- [Balancing design and technology to tackle grand global challenges](#)